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Welcome to the annual report of Muscular Dystrophy Ireland (MDI) for 2020. 
2020 was the first year of MDI’s Strategic Plan 2020-2022 and we began the 
year looking forward to making progress on the priorities outlined in it. As we 
are all too aware, the arrival of COVID-19 and a global pandemic in the first 
quarter made 2020 a truly extraordinary year. We are mindful of how particularly 
challenging it has been for MDI members – children and adults with muscular 
dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions and their families and carers. As we look 
back on the year, I think we can be proud of the adaptability, resilience and 
endurance shown by the muscular dystrophy community throughout this period. 

It has also been a challenging year for MDI as an organisation. Public health 
measures in relation to COVID-19 meant that we were unable to deliver and 
develop all our services in the manner we had planned. And so, MDI carried 
out its work on two levels – the first was to adapt our services so that we 
could be there for members during a global crisis impacting on all areas of 
their lives; the second was to carry out the work outlined in the strategic plan 
where possible in light of the pandemic. Staff got quickly to task and began 
by asking members how best we could support them during the pandemic. 
Then, guided by what members told us, we adapted our services so that we 
could be there for members during this critical period. It is to the credit of 
our dedicated staff that, despite the various levels of lockdown, they used 
their talents and skills to innovate and create new ways of doing things so 
that we could continue to provide core services and supports to members. 

A message from the CEO 

Elaine McDonnell, CEO
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In a time of such uncertainty and rapidly changing news concerning COVID-19, as 
well as its impact on health and other services, MDI’s Information Service played a 
vital role during 2020 in keeping members and other stakeholders up to date with 
regular, reliable, public health guidance regarding COVID-19. We also provided 
information on COVID-19 as it relates to people with neuromuscular conditions 
and updates on the impact of the pandemic on the key services on which our 
members rely. 

We continued to advocate for members’ rights and entitlements at local and 
national levels, in all areas of life such as education, housing, social welfare, 
employment, and health services. Many of these issues became more complex 
during the pandemic and we networked with other organisations, making 
joint submissions to progress the interests of members, as well as carrying out 
independent advocacy. 

Notwithstanding the obstacles we faced in carrying out the strategic plan in 
the manner we had expected, we are nonetheless very proud to report on the 
progress made on MDI’s strategic plan during 2020. The plan sets out our key 
priority: to provide members with supports and services in a fair and 
transparent manner. 

Regarding our strategic priority on Services – to review and develop them in line 
with good practice and reflective of members’ needs – circumstances presented 
by COVID-19 made the strategic action explore innovative opportunities to use 
communications technology in providing MDI support to members even more 
important for 2020. This resulted in the rapid take-up of the virtual meeting-
platform, Zoom, which proved to be liberating, empowering and fun for many 
of our children and adult members, facilitating peer-to-peer support 
and engagement. 

Many of the advances made in 2020 to develop services involved the review 
and development of models, frameworks and policies – the nuts and bolts of 
how a particular service is delivered. While such work can be hidden behind 
the scenes, it is crucial to the delivery of services in a way that is true to our 
values – respect and empathy, transparency and integrity, equality and fairness, 
inclusiveness and personal empowerment. We are confident that all of this 
work to build solid foundations for the provision of our services will allow MDI 
to deliver and grow excellent supports to members over the coming years that 
reflect our commitment in the strategic plan to ‘carry out all our work to the 
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highest standards, underpinned by honesty, accountability and consistency and 
ensure the right to equal access to services based on the needs of the individual’.

In relation to MDI’s strategic priority on Governance – to build and strengthen 
MDI’s organisational capacity to ensure delivery of our strategic priorities – some 
highlights include the approval of a new Constitution for the organisation, the 
expansion of the Board, and the successful holding of the annual general meeting 
despite public health restrictions in September 2020. I wish to extend my thanks 
to Dr John Roche, Chairperson, for his invaluable expertise and steady guidance 
throughout the year and to the Board for the generous giving of their time and skills.

Our work to progress MDI’s strategic priority on Research – to support researchers 
and clinicians to carry out quality research into neuromuscular conditions – 
again focused on setting solid foundations such as starting the recruitment of a 
Research Officer, the expansion of the Research Committee and the gathering of 
valuable learning from organisations in Ireland to inform our approaches to the 
development of a registry. With these foundations in place, we look forward to 
creating a registry of people in Ireland with muscular dystrophy/neuromuscular 
conditions during the lifetime of the strategic plan.

We will continue to progress the priorities in the strategic plan during 2021 and 
2022 which we hope will be safer and steadier times for MDI members and all 
of society.
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As we look back on an unprecedented year and the great lengths to which 
people went to support those of us living with muscular dystrophy/neuromuscular 
disorders, their families and carers during the pandemic, I wish to take this 
opportunity to express our heartfelt thanks to so many who played a part.

As we know only too well, the arrival of COVID-19 impacted on the muscular 
dystrophy community more than on wider society in many ways – both directly 
and indirectly. The threat of the pandemic and the need for many of our members 
to ‘cocoon’ affected people’s health and wellbeing. COVID-19 also brought with 
it insecurities and changes to many aspects of life such as health services, work, 
income, education, and opportunities to socialise, travel and live independently. 
Notwithstanding the very significant supports mentioned above, it is difficult 
to express the mix of anxiety and helplessness experienced by so many of us 
forced to isolate ourselves even further than we are normally used to. Owing to 
the requirement to cocoon in order to prevent infection, the unexpected fragility 
of our hard-fought-for personal assistance services became apparent under the 
cloud of COVID-19. So many of the approaches we use to maintain the quality 
of our lives had to be suspended. As a result there was a huge reduction in our 
normal levels of activity and a corresponding progression of our neuromuscular 
conditions. On the other hand, as we approach our AGM, more and more of us 
are beginning to feel the double benefit of vaccination and the gradual removal of 
COVID-19 restrictions in the light and warmth of the summer sun.

A message from the Chairperson 

Dr John Roche, Chairperson
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We wish to express our thanks to all those in our health services for continuing to 
deliver services to members, sometimes in an adapted way. We also wish to take 
this opportunity to thank MDI’s key funders, the Health Service Executive (HSE) 
and Tusla – Child and Family Agency, whose support allows us to continue to carry 
out our vital work. 

Our huge thanks to the many and varied organisations and agencies from the 
community, voluntary and statutory sectors alongside whom we worked as we 
sought to support the interests and rights of children and adults with muscular 
dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions, their families and carers. 

The Charities Regulator carried out a survey in May 2020 and found that 90 per cent 
of charities had to cancel or postpone fundraising during 2020. Every euro raised 
through fundraising was all the more critical. More than ever, we wish to express our 
thanks and appreciation to all the people who raised funds for and donated to the 
organisation. We anticipate that such challenges will still be with us in 2021 and hope 
that we will continue to receive support from fundraisers and donors.

I would like to extend my gratitude to the members of the Board who worked 
with great commitment all year. Sincere thanks especially go to Grace Greene and 
Ephraim Purcell who resigned from their board membership during 2020. We 
thank them both for their tireless support of MDI. A special thanks also to Patrick 
Cassidy who deputised for the CEO for a few weeks around the time of the AGM in 
September. I also wish to thank the members of our Research Committee for their 
generous input and time in support of our work on research and the development 
of a registry of people in Ireland with neuromuscular conditions. Indeed, the need 
for a registry to support vaccination of our members as a high-risk group became 
clear during drafting of the vaccination rollout.

Thank you to all the staff for their outstanding care, commitment, flexibility and 
hard work to ensure we could still meet members’ needs during such difficult 
times. We would also like to thank sincerely members of staff who are no longer 
with the organisation for their significant contribution. MDI would not be the 
organisation it is without the commitment and support of supporters and 
volunteers – thank you. Finally, to you, the members of MDI, thank you for your 
continued dedication and support.
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We would like to extend our deepest sympathies to the families and friends of 
passed members and indeed to all bereaved members of MDI. Remember that 
MDI will always be here for members and their families who require support or 
information in the future.

The annual report is a testament to MDI’s commitment to supporting members 
and adapting what we do to meet their needs, in collaboration with other groups 
and agencies. As we reflect on 2020, we feel that the Irish proverb, Ar scáth a 
chéile a mhaireann na daoine, translated as We live protected by each other’s 
shadow, captures the spirit of the year and is a fitting theme for the report, 
illustrating our interdependence and the power of community. We continue this 
theme by publishing President Michael D Higgins’s beautiful poem, Take Care, 
within the report to acknowledge what we have lived through – our suffering, our 
resilience and our ability to ‘hold firm, take care and come home together’. 

Go raibh maith agaibh go léir.
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In the journey to the light,
the dark moments
should not threaten.
Belief
requires
that you hold steady.
Bend, if you will,
with the wind.
The tree is your teacher,
roots at once
more firm
from experience
in the soil
made fragile.
 
Your gentle dew will come
and a stirring
of power
to go on
towards the space
of sharing.
 
In the misery of the I,
in rage,
it is easy to cry out
against all others
but to weaken

Take Care
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is to die
in the misery of knowing
the journey abandoned
towards the sharing
of all human hope
and cries
is the loss
of all we know
of the divine
reclaimed
for our shared
humanity.
Hold firm.
Take care.
Come home
together.

by Michael D Higgins – published 1993 in ‘Season of Fire’.
Source: Áras an Uachtaráin/Office of the President.
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Muscular Dystrophy Ireland Company Limited by Guarantee (MDI) is a voluntary, 
member organisation, founded in 1972. At the end of 2019, the organisation had 
790 people registered as members which includes individuals with muscular 
dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions and their families and carers. Our network 
of support extends to almost 4,500 people and is delivered by our staff 
team nationwide. 

Introduction to MDI
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MDI envisages an Ireland 
that enables people with 
neuromuscular conditions 
to fully participate in society 
and reach their full potential.  

Our vision
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Our mission is to support people with 
muscular dystrophy 

We do this, using a member-centred approach, by:

• providing information and support to people with   
 neuromuscular conditions and their families through
 a range of support services

• advocating for services and entitlements for 
 members; educating and informing society about 
 neuromuscular conditions 

• supporting researchers and clinicians to carry out   
 quality research into neuromuscular conditions. 

Our mission 



1. Respect and empathy
We seek to build relationships based on respect
and empathy.

2. Transparency and integrity
We carry out all our work to the highest standards, 
underpinned by honesty, accountability and consistency.

3. Equality and fairness
We are committed to equality and fairness and to ensuring 
the right to equal access to services based on the needs of 
the individual.

4. Inclusiveness
We strive to be inclusive, valuing and respectful
of diversity.

5. Personal empowerment
We believe personal empowerment is about being able to 
make choices and having a voice.

Our values
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Muscular dystrophy and associated neuromuscular conditions are characterised 
by the progressive weakening and wasting of the muscles. They can affect 
adults and children. Some forms arise at birth or in childhood while others may 
not become apparent until later in life. Each type of muscular dystrophy arises 
from a different genetic mutation or deletion which may be inherited from 
one or both parents, or it may be due to a spontaneous mutation. This means 
that some families may have more than one member with the condition. While 
currently there is no cure for muscular dystrophy, there have been huge advances 
in improving the quality of life for people with the condition and we are living 
in more hopeful times for research and the development of treatments and 
standards of care.

About muscular dystrophy

The O’Leary family
playing Zoom bingo in Kerry
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A year in numbers 

5,815 
hours of Personal Assistance to members

120 counselling hours approved 

80 counselling hours completed so far 

1,521  
hours’ support 
to our young 

members

6 

member
surveys 

4,230

54 virtual and
14 face-to-face home 
support meetings 
with members and 
professionals

55  

physical 
youth
social

outings

12 

physical
youth
club

activities

hours of phone, email, text and virtual 
support to adult members

January to March

20 virtual and
3 face-to-face ‘tea 
rooms’ and ‘coffee 
mornings’

10 social, educational 
and well-being 
events for adults held 
virtually, with a total of 
139 participants 
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A year in numbers 

233 

information
queries

15 

board
meetings

4 

letters/submissions to 
Government/NPHET

2 

new
minibuses

1
MDI awareness 

campaign

44 

virtual youth clubs 
and events with 
members aged 
under 18, April
to December

26 5virtual youth
clubs and events

virtual 
competitions

with members aged 18-25

Young adults’ programme
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Income and expenditure

Income by origin 2020

Resources expended 2020

Donations and fundraising 7%
Legacy income 4%
Grants and contract income 88%
Other income 1%

Fundraising costs 3%
Personal Assistance Service 11%
Family Support Programme 21%
Youth Service Programme 18%
Transport 8%
Information 6%
Support costs 26%
Other costs 2%
Governance 5% 

1%

88%

7%
4%

11%

21%

18%8%

6%

26%

5%

2%
3%
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MDI has identified four strategic priorities for achieving our vision:

1. Services
Review and develop our services – support, information, transport, facilities, 
and equipment – in line with good practice and reflective of members’ needs.

2. Advocacy
Advocate for improved services and entitlements for members and educate 
and inform society about the conditions.

3. Governance
Build and strengthen MDI’s organisational capacity to ensure delivery of our 
strategic priorities.

4. Research
Support researchers and clinicians to carry out quality research into 
neuromuscular conditions.

About this annual report 

This annual report tells you about the work we did during 2020. The sections 
follow the same order as our Strategic Plan 2020-2022. They explain how we 
have worked to achieve our four strategic priorities under the themes of Services, 
Advocacy, Governance and Research. Each strategic priority has a number of 
actions. You can read our strategic plan here https://www.mdi.ie/wp-content/
uploads/2020/06/MDI-Strategic-Plan-2020-2022.pdf. 

Our strategic goals 2020–2022
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MDI services
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Services
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Support Service
Our Support Service is made up of: 
1. Family Support Programme
2. Counselling and Bereavement Services
3. Personal Assistance Service
4. Youth Service Programme.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1 Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and 
equipment – in line with good practice and 
reflective of members’ needs.

Strategic priority 1 — Services

Our achievements in 2020
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Our Family Support Programme
We have six Family Support Workers located around the country. The focus 
of MDI’s Family Support Programme is to support members with muscular 
dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions and their families to fully participate in 
society and reach their potential through personal empowerment. We provide 
practical information regarding any aspect of muscular dystrophy/neuromuscular 
conditions as well as a supportive listening ear to discuss and explore issues 
of concern. All calls and meetings are held in strict confidence; however, 
confidentiality may need to be waived in the event of a risk of harm to the person 
or another individual. 

Our Family Support Workers offer information and support in a variety of areas 
including but not limited to:  

 • Offering emotional support and a listening ear 

 • Accessing Counselling, Bereavement and Play Therapy Services

 • Accessing Personal Assistance Service

 • Organising well-being, educational and social peer-to-peer support events

 • Advocating with and on behalf of an individual member in relation to rights, 
entitlements, and financial assistance such as accessing the carer’s allowance 
or medical card

 • Accessing education and employment 

 • Securing disability equipment

 • Assisting with transport needs – such as securing a primary medical cert and 
accessible transport 

 • Providing support in areas of health – such as new diagnoses, treatments, 
health-care packages and life-cycle transitions

 • Accessing suitable housing – such as securing accommodation or 
adjustments to the home

 • Providing support to parents

 • Developing independence and confidence skills

 • Supporting members pre and post bereavement 

 • Making referrals to other agencies and services where relevant.
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Our Counselling and Bereavement Services
While we provide a listening ear, in situations where members present with 
complex issues requiring more robust emotional support than our Family Support 
Workers can provide, MDI also provides short- and medium-term counselling 
of up to 24 sessions, free of charge, with a counsellor of your own choice. This 
service is accessed through our Family Support Workers. If members need 
longer-term counselling, our Family Support Team also assists by advocating 
with the relevant external agencies for further counselling. We also provide play 
therapy for children. 

Our Personal Assistance Service
MDI also provides short-term access to Personal Assistants on an emergency-
relief basis, depending on members’ needs and resources available to MDI. 
Our Personal Assistants support members in their home as well as in a variety 
of out-of-home settings in the community. This service supports both a person 
with muscular dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions and their family members to 
maintain their physical health and emotional well-being. Personal Assistants can 
enable a family to take a break from their caring role and a person with muscular 
dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions to gain independence from their family. This 
service is accessed through our Family Support Programme. In situations where 
members require the support of a Personal Assistant on a longer-term basis, our 
Family Support Workers assist members, where required, in advocating for and 
securing longer-term health care packages with the relevant bodies.
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Our Youth Service Programme
We have four Youth Workers located around the country who work directly with 
children and young people with muscular dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions 
and their families. MDI’s Youth Service Programme aims to support, encourage, 
and enable young members to grow, develop and achieve their full potential 
through building confidence, self-esteem, resilience and empowerment. We aim 
to offer a Youth Service Programme that is:

 • Purposeful – all elements of the service are designed with the purpose of 
supporting, encouraging and enabling young members to grow, develop 
and achieve their full potential.

 • Needs-led – we make sure that the needs and interests of our young 
members lead us in what we plan for the service and how we deliver it.

 • Outcomes focused – we plan and deliver the service with an end-result in 
mind for our young members, for example, that they will feel more confident 
socialising and forming friendships or that they will develop a practical skill, 
such as cookery or art.

Our youth work activities include a variety of day trips, youth club activities and 
workshops as well as one-to-one, goal-focused work where needed. Young 
members have an opportunity to get together with their peers as well as with 
friends in the wider community, to form friendships, share experiences, have fun, 
and build confidence and self-esteem. 

Social outings include trips to the cinema, circus, zoo, theatre, bowling, shopping, 
or any activity the young member is interested in. Youth club activities and 
workshops include art and crafts, cooking, creative writing, teddy bear-making, 
science, filmmaking, computers, drama, sport, Christmas and Halloween parties, 
as well as events specifically for siblings. The support offered to our members 
through the Youth Service Programme also has a beneficial impact on parents 
and siblings, giving them a break and time for themselves.

Each Youth Worker receives GLUAIS minibus-driver training and is equipped with 
a fully wheelchair-accessible van which can transport up to five people. This gives 
the Youth Worker the ability, where possible, to transport our young members to 
and from outings organised by MDI.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.1
Support

Define and put into action a model of 
support for all members: children, young 
people, adults, and families, to be more 
holistic, inclusive, and empowering.

Strategic action 1.2
Support

Put a support service framework in place once 
our model of support has been defined.

Key developments in our Support Service during 2020
The year 2020 has been a challenging one for MDI’s Support Service, as it 
has been for so many support services across the country, with the arrival of 
COVID-19. Our Support Services team had to adapt the way we worked and be 
creative so that we could continue to provide core supports to our members 
and maintain strong connections. Supports were adapted and provided to our 
members across new platforms, such as the Zoom virtual platform, as well as 
by phone, text, and email. Throughout, we have put safety at the core of all our 
activities and operated in line with public health advice. 

We have outlined below what the Support Services did, how we went about it 
and the key outcomes and developments we achieved in 2020 in line with MDI’s 
Strategic Plan 2020-2022.

Model
We use the term model to describe exactly what a particular service offers – 
what we do and don’t do. For example, MDI’s Youth Service offers a specific 
set of ways of working with our younger members. The model breaks down 
what this means, the aim of our Youth Service and the kinds of support and 
activities we offer, the age groups involved and so on.

Service framework
We use the term service framework to describe a set of principles, standards 
and policies put in place so we can offer a consistent, safe and excellent 
service to all our members in line with best practice. 
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Adult support events
The year 2020 has allowed us to reflect on and streamline our Support Service 
to ensure it is consistent nationwide and reflective of members’ needs. 
We developed MDI’s Support Service framework and rolled out 33 adult support 
events in 2020, compared with 19 in 2019. These included a variety of information, 
well-being and social events that aimed to be holistic, inclusive, and empowering 
for members. 

From March 2020, requests for MDI’s Counselling and Bereavement Services 
increased due to raised anxiety among members relating to the pandemic. 
Bearing in mind the changing needs of members, we refined MDI’s counselling 
support model so that members would be able to get counselling for 12 instead 
of six weeks if they needed to. Then, in December, we learned that we were 
successful in our application for National Lottery Funding. This will allow MDI to 
further increase the length of time for which members can access counselling 
in 2021. MDI’s counselling support model will be able to offer members weekly 
counselling with a third party for a duration of six months (24 sessions). We were 
pleased to approve a total of 120 counselling hours requested by members in 
2020. Members started their counselling and 80 of the 120 hours were completed 
in 2020. (This is a significant increase from a total of 24 hours counselling in 2019.) 
Counselling is currently provided through a blend of virtual and phone support.

As we had sought National Lottery funding in 2020 to equip us to develop and 
roll out a holistic, inclusive, and empowering model of support for 2021, as stated 
in the strategic plan, we are delighted that securing this funding will allow us 
not only to adapt our counselling model, but also to develop our well-being and 
peer-support events and activities.

Member surveys
We conducted six surveys with members in 2020. The purpose of the surveys was 
to seek regular feedback on our current support model to ensure it was meeting 
members’ needs and was holistic, inclusive, and empowering. 

We received excellent feedback from a survey carried out with members in April 
to find out how MDI could best offer support to members during the COVID-19 
crisis. We received 167 responses – a significant increase in survey participation 
compared with previous years. The majority of those who responded stated they 
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Youth Service Programme
We refined our Youth Service Programme framework and began to roll out our 
virtual Young Adult programme for members aged 18-25 years. We ran 26 virtual 
youth clubs and events with members in this age group. We also developed 
several policies and guidelines within the Youth Service Programme to enhance 
our youth work approaches and ensure the service is in line with best practice. 

were delighted with the support they were receiving from MDI. When members 
were asked, “How can MDI best support you and your family during the COVID-19 
crisis?”, the most common thing members stated was for them to receive regular 
contact from their local Support Worker and regular information and updates 
regarding COVID-19. They also told us that they felt reassured to know MDI’s 
Support Service was there if they needed it and that they were happy with regular 
or occasional contact and reminders that MDI were there.

When we asked members, “What issues are you and your family finding the most 
challenging during the COVID-19 crisis?”, the most common things cited by 
members were social isolation and trying to manage their anxiety and worry. We 
used the information gathered in the survey to adapt our Support Service model 
and framework for the remainder of the year. 

Interaction
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Some words used by members to tell us what they liked about taking part in MDI's 
virtual activities during 2020.
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Support Service highlights

 • 4,230 hours of phone, email, text and virtual support were provided to adult 
members.

 • 54 virtual and 14 face-to-face home support visits and meetings took place 
with members and professionals.

 • 20 virtual and 3 face-to-face regular get-togethers for adult members, 
known as ‘tea rooms’ and ‘coffee mornings’, were held.

 • 10 virtual events and workshops for adults took place, with a total of 139 
participants. These were a variety of social, educational and well-being 
events.

 • 5,815 hours of Personal Assistance were provided to members.

 • 120 counselling hours were approved, and 80 hours completed so far by 
members.

 • 6 surveys with members were carried out.

 • 1, 521 hours’ support were provided to our young members.

 • 55 physical youth social outings were held from January to March. 

 • 12 physical youth club activities were held from January to March.

 • 44 virtual youth clubs and events were held with members aged under 18 
years from April to December. 

 • 26 virtual youth clubs and events with members aged 18-25 years were held 
from April to December as part of the Young Adults’ programme.

 • 5 virtual competitions for members aged 18-25 years were held from April 
to December.

The following chart shows the primary areas of support provided to adult 
members in 2020.
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41%

11%

19%
10%

5%

3%

3%

2%
2%
2%
1%
1%

Primary areas of support provided to adult members 2020

Ongoing check in with Family Support Worker 41%
Emotional support 19%
Peer to peer support 11%
Parent support 10%
Health  5%
Counselling services 3%
Educational needs 2%
Housing needs 2%
Personal assistant services 2%
Referral to other external agencies 1%
Confidence/self esteem skills 1%
Other 3%
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Providing family support involves supporting members on a range of issues. 
Generally, members present with more than one concern. The highest primary 
areas in which we provided support in 2020 were as follows:

 • 41 per cent of support involved ongoing check-in by a Family Support 
Worker due to the impact of COVID-19.

 • 19 per cent was to provide emotional support, in relation to increased 
anxiety surrounding COVID-19.

 • 11 per cent was to provide peer-to-peer support to address the social 
isolation caused by COVID-19. We provided this through a range of social, 
educational, and support and well-being virtual events throughout the year.

 • 10 per cent was to provide support to parents, in relation to trying to 
maintain a work-life balance while home schooling and caring for a child with 
muscular dystrophy.

 • 5 per cent was to provide support in relation to health. Primary concerns 
were in relation to securing health care packages, clinic appointments 
and treatments that had been placed on hold due to COVID-19, and new 
diagnoses.

 • 3 per cent was in relation to facilitating access to counselling. This was an 
increase from 2019 due to a rise in anxiety and social isolation relating to 
COVID-19.

 • 2 per cent was to provide support in relation to educational needs across 
primary, secondary and third levels.

 • 2 per cent was to provide support in relation to housing. Primary concerns 
were in relation to home adaptations and securing suitable accommodation.

 • 2 per cent was in relation to facilitating access to Personal Assistance services.

 • 1 per cent was in relation to referral to external agencies. 

 • 1 per cent was to support members to develop their self-esteem and 
independence skills. 

 • 3 per cent was providing support with a range of other issues such as securing 
equipment, accessing transport, financial entitlements, life-cycle transitions, 
employment needs, and emotional support following a bereavement. 
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Who we contacted in order to support members in 2020

As illustrated in the chart on page 30, we provided the highest amount of 
support through ongoing check-ins with adult members and providing emotional 
support due to the increased impact of social isolation and anxiety surrounding 
COVID-19. Our Family Support Team provided a high level of phone support as 
well as substituting virtual meetings for our usual home visits and meetings with 
members, their families and professionals.

Providing family support also involves making contact and interacting with a 
range of individuals and organisations. The chart below gives a summary of who 
we contacted in order to support members in 2020.

2%
53%

30%

7%

4%

4%

Adult with MD 53%
Parent/carer/guardian of person with MD 30%
Partner of person with MD 7%
Professionals 4%
Extended family of person with MD 4%
Third party, local community bodies/agencies 2% 
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In 2020, contact was broken down as follows:

 • 53 per cent of contact was directly with a person with the condition.

 • 30 per cent of contact was with a carer/parent/guardian of a person with 
muscular dystrophy/a neuromuscular condition. 

 • 7 per cent of contact was with the partner of an adult with muscular 
dystrophy/a neuromuscular condition.

 • 4 per cent of contact was with a professional in relation to members’ 
support. The main professionals we worked with to support members were 
social workers, teachers, public health nurses and counsellors.

 • 4 per cent of contact was with extended family. 

 • 2 per cent of contact was with local community agencies.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.3
Support

Define and put into action a Personal Assistance 
model and criteria that are fair and transparent, 
and in line with MDI’s model of support.

We reviewed and redefined our Personal Assistance Service and made significant 
changes to the model to ensure that it is fair, transparent and consistent. We then 
rolled out the redefined Personal Assistance Service during 2020. MDI’s Personal 
Assistance model can be described as providing access to Personal Assistants for 
a short period of time when people need it due to an emergency. The service we 
can provide depends on members’ needs and resources available to MDI. Our 
Personal Assistance Service can support members in their homes as well as in a 
variety of out-of-home settings in the community.

In 2020, due to public health advice arising from the pandemic, we provided 
access to a Personal Assistant solely for essential, emergency, in-home personal 
assistance. We provided 5,815 personal assistant hours in 2020. These hours were 
categorised as follows:
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 • 4,847 hours were provided by Personal Assistants employed directly by MDI.

 • 968 hours were sourced by MDI from external agencies such as the Irish 
Wheelchair Association, Independent Living Movement Ireland, Bluebird and 
Home Instead.

The following chart shows how many hours’ personal assistance were provided 
each month.
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Personal assistant hours provided by month 2020

January 536
February 590
March 386
April 420
May 451
June 500

July 435
August 565
September 663 
October 386
November 378 
December 505 
Total 5815
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In 2020, MDI developed and put into action a new system for the recruitment 
and training of Personal Assistants. Due to the pandemic, we provided training 
in a virtual format to our Personal Assistants who are located all over the country. 
We developed two MDI online training courses specifically for MDI Personal 
Assistants. We recruited seven new Personal Assistants and they completed 
a total of 22 training sessions. We also developed several important policies 
and guidelines to improve the service in line with best practice. All of this work 
ensures that MDI’s Personal Assistance Service is holistic, inclusive, empowering, 
reflective of members’ needs and in line with best practice. 

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.4
Support

Develop and put into action a new system for the 
recruitment, training, support and supervision of 
Personal Assistants.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.5
Support

Explore and develop informal peer support and 
peer-led support opportunities for all members: 
children, young people, adults and families,
in line with MDI’s model of support. 

Strategic action 1.7
Support

Explore innovative opportunities to use 
communications technology in providing MDI 
support to members. 
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The arrival of COVID-19 made the strategic action explore innovative 
opportunities to use communications technology in providing MDI support 
to members a high priority for 2020. We adapted and provided supports to 
members across new platforms during 2020, such as the virtual platform Zoom, 
as well as by phone, text, and email. We ran 33 virtual peer- support and peer-
led opportunities and events for adults in 2020, compared with 19 face-to-face 
events in 2019. We also completed 54 virtual home-support visits and meetings 
with members and professionals. In response to the feedback we received from 
members about what works for them, we plan to provide a blend of virtual and 
face-to-face activities as part of MDI’s Support Service Model from now on. 

Peer support opportunities
We use the term peer support opportunities to describe a variety of events, 
workshops, outings and breaks that offer members an opportunity to come 
together to share experiences, knowledge and issues of concern, as well as 
to have fun, reduce social isolation and learn from each other. 

Peer-led opportunities
We use the term peer-led opportunities to describe events and activities that 
are planned and organised by members with support from MDI. 

Support events and workshops for adults
We ran a variety of social, educational and well-being virtual events for adult 
members throughout the year. A total of 139 adults took part in 33 virtual events 
and workshops. 

Below we offer a flavour of the virtual events held in 2020:

Starting in April 2020, we held regular members’ get-togethers on Zoom known as 
‘Tea Rooms’ and ‘Coffee Mornings’. These are informal support spaces, facilitated 
by Family Support Workers, that give members an opportunity to come together, 
share stories and stay connected. We held 23 of these events. 

In June, we ran a national bingo event for adults and 20 members participated. 
Members told us, “It was nice to see other MDI members from around the 
country”, “I have never met anyone else in MDI and I am delighted to be taking 
part”, and “Great prizes”. 
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In July, we ran a national quiz for adults and six members took part. In September, 
we ran a Parent Support Group and four members participated. In October, we ran 
a Murder Mystery event for adults and 27 members took part. Of the participants 
who answered our feedback survey, 92 per cent said they would attend this kind 
of event again and when asked what they enjoyed most about the event, they said, 
“The actor playing the detective, the interaction with other members and the fun”, 
“Good fun and nice to meet new people, especially younger people”, and “Seeing 
people and having a laugh”.

In early November, we ran two Self-Care and Mindfulness workshops on Zoom 
and 16 members took part. All of the participants said they would do this kind 
of workshop again and when asked what worked well, they said, “It was perfect 
– really helped – great service”, “Would love if it was more regular”, and, “Very 
relaxing and I learned how to do some self-care”. 

 � It was nice to see other 
MDI members from 
around the country

“

 � I have never met 
anyone else in MDI 
and I am delighted to 
be taking part “

“

“
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In November, we ran two information workshops on ‘Benefits and Entitlements 
for People with Disabilities’, facilitated by Citizens Information. Again, all of the 
participants said they would do this kind of workshop again. When asked what 
worked well, they said, “Great to be able to get the information you wanted 
quickly and easily” and “To know what you were entitled to – which is very 
important because some people don’t know what they are entitled to in the first 
place. These workshops are great.”

And in December, to finish off the year with some much-needed fun, we ran 
two Christmas events, the Twelve Days of Christmas and a Christmas Comedy 
Gameshow. Thirty-four people attended and when asked what worked well, 
participants said, “Enjoyed catching up with other members. Also it was great fun, 
well done to the organisers” and “Interactive and fun. Good to meet other people.” 

 � It was perfect – 
 � really helped – great service
“

“
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MDI member Eileen Gormley tells us about taking part 
in MDI’s virtual activities for adults 

We had a chat with Eileen Gormley about her experience of taking part in 
MDI’s Zoom activities for adults. This is what she had to say:

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself, Eileen?
My name is Eileen Gormley and I am from County Galway. I enjoy listening 
to music and taking part in a percussion band, playing different rhythm 
instruments, keeping the beat going. I also love nature. I go for walks with 
my PA which I enjoy. Mindfulness is also an important part of my life – I find it 
very beneficial – and I enjoy alone time. I also really enjoy meeting people and 
linking in with others. 

What MDI online activities have you taken part in?
To date, I have taken part in the national bingo event, regional support ‘Tea 
Rooms’ and the mindfulness workshop. I really enjoyed the bingo event as I 
got to meet other members from all around Ireland. However, as there was a 
lot on the Zoom, the stopping and starting made me a little impatient.  

I also took part in the mindfulness workshop, which I really enjoyed. The 
facilitator was very good and patient. Personally, I practice mindfulness 
regularly. I would have liked if there was some meditation incorporated into 
the workshop, and this would help in putting the theory into practice. 

Can you tell us what you like about taking part in the virtual Zoom events?
I really enjoy the Zoom events. The technology side of things can be 
challenging at times, but it is good to try something new and keep connected 
with other members and MDI staff. I can be quite shy and it can be daunting 
to put myself out there, which made me a little nervous at the start. But the 
benefits are that friendships can be formed and relationships strengthened. 
It is a useful way to get to know other members, especially those from around 
the country. Having a staff member on the Zoom is lovely, as it is important to 
have a familiar face on the national events. It takes the edge off it. I really enjoy 
the regional support chat rooms – ‘Tea Rooms’. There are four of us on those. I 
prefer the smaller groups. I feel that we can cover more things. We can discuss 
things like day-to-day events and life events. It is a supportive environment and 
it is easier to connect.  
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What would you say to other members who were thinking of taking part in 
virtual events?
I would encourage other members to get involved in the virtual events. It is 
important to keep connected, especially during Covid-19 when we may all 
feel a little isolated. If the member felt apprehensive, I would suggest starting 
small, like getting involved in the regional support ‘Tea Rooms’ first. If there 
was anything that I could do to encourage them I would. If they had any 
questions, I would be available to speak to them and give them feedback.  
 
Have there been any positives for you that have come out of the
Covid experience?
The MDI regional support ‘Tea rooms’ are really enjoyable. It helps prevent 
feelings of isolation and it is a method of linking in with members and staff. I 
also link in with the Irish Wheelchair Association and take part in quizzes. In 
March, I felt things were a little bit easier as the weather was better. I enjoyed 
getting out in the fresh air. I think I also have more awareness around the 
simple things in life. I have an appreciation for nature, especially the birds 
singing and the trees. It makes me feel good. Also, the way that we are extra 
mindful about hygiene is a good thing. There are lessons to be learnt. Change 
does not always mean negative things. It is an opportunity to alter our thinking 
and get back to basics. There can be a lot of pressure in society, and this is an 
opportunity to relieve the pressure a little. 
 
What are you most looking forward to once things return to normal?
Hugs and kisses. Human contact. Shaking hands. These are things that are very 
important to me. Also, I am looking forward to being able to visit people again.  
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Youth Service events and workshops

Youth activities from January to March
Below is a flavour of the youth activities we carried out between January and 
March 2020 before COVID-19 restrictions came into place.

Facebook tour, Dublin, 19 February 2020 

In February, MDI members and staff were very lucky to have had the opportunity 
to visit the Facebook headquarters in the heart of Dublin’s Docklands at Grand 
Canal Square. Twelve young people attended, as well as 12 staff. It was a very 
enjoyable day, where we not only got the chance to have a tour of the Facebook 
offices – we were also treated to a lovely lunch and a very informative Questions 
and Answers session with a panel of Facebook staff from different departments, 
including IT and recruitment. They engaged really well with our group and gave 
us hints and tips for staying safe online as well as sharing their own personal 
experiences of working with Facebook.  
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The tour of the office space was amazing. The building has eight different 
levels, with conference rooms, client areas, restaurants, a gym, and a variety of 
relaxation areas. There were lots of ‘chill out spaces’, including areas for building 
Lego and doing art, which encourages the employees to be creative. We also 
had the opportunity to experience virtual reality which we all enjoyed. When 
the tour was finished, we were sent home with goody bags packed with lots of 
Facebook merchandise.
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Cookery workshop, MDI National
Office, Dublin, 7 March 2020 

In March, young members from the 
North East, Midlands and Dublin came 
to MDI National Office for a cookery 
workshop. Chef Paul oversaw the 
workshop which focused on teaching 
some new baking skills. Participants were 
given a list of ingredients which they 
needed to measure out themselves and 
then follow the instructions in the recipe. 
First, participants made shortbread 
cookies. Then, while they were cooling, 
they made a vanilla cake and had the 
opportunity to decorate it. Everyone 
received a certificate of attendance. 

Bingo and boardgames youth club, Portlaoise, 20 February 2020

Fionn from Meath takes part in 
cookery workshop, with Chef 
Paul and PA Edel, March 2020
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Youth activities from April to December

Below, we offer a flavour of the youth activities we held from April to December 
during COVID-19 restrictions: 

From April, the Youth Team had to come up with new and creative ways of working 
to keep our young members connected while staying apart. Our Youth Workers 
moved to providing phone support and virtual home visits with young members 
who required it. They also began using the virtual platform Zoom for youth clubs, 
events and competitions. We ran virtual youth clubs fortnightly with each of the 
following three age groups: under 12s, 12 to 17-year-olds and young adults aged 18 
to 25 years. The youth clubs were facilitated by MDI Youth Workers and on occasion 
we brought in external companies to assist with running fun and new activities. 

The under 18s youth clubs involved a mix of fun, games, singing, dancing, quizzes, 
bingo, riddles, Halloween and Christmas-themed magic, arts and crafts, prizes and 
more. The young adult events involved a range of games, quizzes, peer-to-peer 
support chats and murder mystery events. We also organised virtual competitions 
for our young members such as:

1. MDI’s crazy glasses competition
2. Comic book competition
3. Virtual Easter egg hunt 
4. Halloween mask competition 
5. MDI Christmas card competition. 
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Winner of 
our comic book 

competition, 
by Aoibhinn, 

aged 9

Halloween mask 
competition

Keane (green hat) 
celebrating his sixth 
birthday, in lockdown, 
with his brother Ryan, at 
home in Cork
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Adam and Samuel Doyle

Layla O’Flaherty

Ella O’Reilly

MDI Christmas card 
competition winners, 

designed by:
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Tommie
Aged 13, from Kildare

Members tell us about their experiences of taking part in 
MDI virtual youth activities

Recently, we had Zoom chats.
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Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?
My name is Tommie and I am 13. I like Lego, power soccer, swimming, art, 
video games and PlayStation. I like playing creative games like Minecraft.

What MDI online activities have you taken part in?
I have taken part in the Zoom youth clubs, the bingo games, and the comic 
book writing competition which I won! And I won prizes in bingo too! It was 
also lovely to get the prizes in the post!

What have you liked most about the MDI Zoom activities?
My favourite thing has been meeting new people and making new friends. I 
have a new friend, David, and we play PlayStation together now online. I also 
liked the fun quizzes and bingo. I liked the Halloween trick-or-treat bags we 
got and the bingo prizes. I got to show everyone the Lego things I made. 

What would you say to someone who might be thinking of getting involved 
in the MDI Zoom activities for the first time?
It’s fun and you get to meet new people, people who you never met before 
and you get to do good activities. It is also something to look forward to and 
very social.

Are you involved in any other virtual/online/Zoom events?
Not really. The only other thing apart from the MDI Youth Clubs was a quiz 
with my power soccer team.

Has anything positive come 
out of the lockdown and 
restrictions for you?
I learned how to use Zoom 
and how to do more 
things on my computer.

What are you looking forward 
to doing with MDI when 
restrictions are lifted?
Going to the cinema and 
meeting up with the people I 
met on the Zoom Youth Clubs.

“I think the Zoom calls 
were great. Tommie always 
came away with a smile 
and didn’t feel so isolated. 
Thanks for all you do, you 
all make such a difference 
to all the kids” 

Miriam Thornton
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Can you tell us a little 
bit about yourself?
My name is Matthew, I am 19 and I 
live in County Meath. I enjoy watching 
TV, gaming, computers and looking 
after my four dogs. I am currently 
studying film and TV production. This 
is all being done online at the minute 
because of Covid. 

What MDI virtual activities 
have you taken part in?
To date, I have attended MDI Youth 
Clubs, bingo games and the Murder Mystery event. They were amazing. 
They are so much fun and its really nice to meet up with other people. I have 
met new people while taking part in these events and also got to interact 
with members who I already knew. 

What has been your favourite virtual activity with MDI so far?
The Murder Mystery event is the best thing I’ve ever done!

What would you say to someone who might be thinking of getting 
involved in the MDI Zoom activities for the first time?
To anyone who hasn’t tried the MDI Youth events, it is really fun and the 
people are so nice. The Youth Workers and other members make it fun and 
it gives you something to look forward to.

Are you involved in any other 
virtual/online/Zoom events?
Apart from a college WhatsApp group, 
the MDI events are my only social outlet 
because of the restrictions. 

Has anything positive come out of the 
lockdown and restrictions for you?
One positive thing to come out of these 
restrictions is that I got to meet new 
people on the MDI Zoom Youth Clubs.

Matthew
Aged 19, from Meath
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Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?
My name is Layla, I am from Longford and I am eight years old. I like playing 
with my toys and my little brother. I love playing hide-and-seek with my other 
brothers and watching TV. I also have a new puppy called Bella. 

What have you liked most about the MDI Zoom activities?
I loved the Halloween party; it was really fun. I liked the magician, but I did 
cop on to some of his tricks. I also love the Zoom bingo, it’s a really fun 
game that I don’t usually get to play but I get to play it with my MDI friends. 
I have never won it – I had three numbers left the last time, but I lost internet 
connection! I like all the Zoom activities because it’s great fun and you get to 
meet new people from all over the country.

You also entered the MDI Christmas card competition, didn’t you?
Yes, I did and I won in my age group and I was so happy!

What would you say to someone who might be thinking of getting involved 
in the MDI Zoom Activities for the first time?
I would really recommend it. It’s very good. I love it and can talk to other 
kids and people from around the country. My advice to other kids is don’t be 
nervous because it’s lots of fun. 

Layla
Aged 8, from Longford
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What have you missed most in the last few months?
I miss not going to school and seeing my friends. I miss my teacher and SNA 
(Special Needs Assistant) as well. 

What has been good? 
I liked my Mammy teaching me at home. She’s a good teacher. 

What are you looking forward to?
I am looking forward to going back to school and getting my ears pierced.

What did you like doing with MDI before Covid?
I loved the science workshop, going to the shopping centre, bowling and the 
cinema. We went for pizza in Milano’s on the last trip and it was so gorgeous! 
This is what I would like to do again if I was planning the next youth club!

 � When we were in lockdown at the start, and now, again,
 � I felt a bit anxious about the kids not being able to interact 

with other children in the usual way, like meeting up for 
summer camps and days out with MDI. However, the Youth 
Team have all been excellent with running bingo events for 
them and even hosting quizzes for the grown-ups! Most 
recently, we had a Halloween party over Zoom where they 
got dressed up, watched Halloween short movies and even 
had a magician perform. The party lasted an hour and 
a half, and all from the comfort of our own sitting room. 
(They also loved the treats that were sent in the post in 
advance!) We are looking forward to many more Zoom 
sessions like the Christmas party, which we’ll be able to 
enjoy from the comfort of our own homes! 

 Caroline O’Leary

“

“
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In 2020, MDI finalised the scoping exercise for the development of customer 
relationship management (CRM) and case management systems to improve how 
we provide support to members. The Board appointed Enclude as the CRM 
development company to carry out this work in 2021. (See also strategic action 1.9.) 

Our Information Service
MDI’s Information Service aims to provide accurate and relevant information 
to people with muscular dystrophy/neuromuscular conditions, their families, 
healthcare and educational professionals, and the general public. The Information 
Officer is based in the national office and provides a nationwide service. The 
Information Officer and MDI Administrators work together to share information 
with members through a range of communications tools, including our 
website, social media platforms, newsletter, annual report, service leaflets and 
membership packs.

In a time of rapidly changing news concerning COVID-19, the Information Service 
played a vital role during 2020 in keeping members and other stakeholders up 
to date with regular, reliable, public health guidance regarding COVID-19, as 
well as with updates on the impact of the pandemic on key services on which 
our members rely, such as neuromuscular clinics, children’s services and genetic 
testing. In March, through our membership of the Neurological Alliance of Ireland 
(NAI), we and other NAI members had a Zoom meeting with Professor Orla 
Hardiman, Head of Adult Neurology Services in Ireland, and received expert 
information and guidance on COVID-19. This enabled us to keep MDI members 
as informed as possible by sharing Adult Neurology Service’s, ‘Frequently asked 
questions about coronavirus (COVID-19) and neuromuscular disease’.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.6
Support 

Develop and put into action customer 
relationship management (CRM) and case 
management systems to improve how we 
provide support to members. 
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The Information Service also served to keep the muscular dystrophy community 
connected and informed of the ways in which MDI’s Services were adapting to 
meet members’ needs during COVID-19 restrictions, such as letting them know of 
all the online events and activities on offer to them.

MDI manages two social media accounts, Facebook and Twitter, and has built a 
significant following with over 6,000 followers on Facebook and over 2,000 on 
Twitter. In 2020, MDI’s Facebook account had 19,079 user engagements, reaching 
41,844 people. 

The Twitter account had 83,098 user impressions and 859 profile visits. This is 
a considerable increase from 2019 due to a greater number of posts made by 
MDI, as well as a greater number of people who sought information through 
these platforms.

The Information Officer is often the first point of contact for people when they 
receive a diagnosis of a neuromuscular condition. When a person joins MDI, the 
Information Officer links the new member with the Family Support Worker for 
their area and sends them an information pack tailored to their needs. Requests 
for information also come from those who were diagnosed some time ago and 
may need information or support on an issue that has come up for them now.

We responded to 233 information queries in 2020. Queries related to a wide 
range of issues including requests for information about a specific condition, 
new diagnosis, treatments, neuromuscular specialists, research, MDI services, 
entitlements, aids, devices and adaptations to the home, genetic testing, 
transport, travel, employment and education. A significant amount of these 
queries also related to COVID-19 and implications for entitlements, employment, 
health services and return to school and college following lockdown.

https://www.facebook.com/mdiireland/ @mdi_ireland
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Presentations
MDI’s Information Officer is also available to give presentations about muscular 
dystrophy and associated neuromuscular conditions to schools, medical 
professionals, students and so on. Educating health professionals is an important 
part of the work carried out by MDI in creating awareness of neuromuscular 
conditions. In light of public health restrictions relating to COVID-19, this element of 
our service did not feature greatly during 2020.

Website
In 2020, the MDI team 
completed work on designing 
a brand-new website, and this 
is now in use. The new website 
has a cleaner look, making 
it easier to find important 
information and to read it 
across different digital devices, 
such as mobile phones. 
We updated information 
on different conditions and 
continue to update content 
to reflect developments in 
services to members.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.8
Information

Review and develop all MDI information and 
communications tools, including our website, 
newsletters, annual report, service leaflets and 
membership packs.
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Newsletter
MDI’s newsletter for members includes articles about issues of interest to 
people affected by the condition, research updates, articles on entitlements and 
holidays, photographs and reports on MDI activities and events.

During 2020, we carried out a review of the newsletter’s aim, content, formats 
(print/online), design, and method and frequency of distribution. We planned 
to publish two issues of the newsletter, MDI Newsletter, each year as well as to 
develop a more frequent, online News Update email. We published two issues 
of the newsletter in December and distributed them online. The first issue – 
Staying connected while keeping apart – provided a round-up of MDI’s activities 
and developments during the year. The second newsletter was a special issue 
on research and gave an update on developments in international research, 
treatments and standards of care during 2020, as well as on MDI’s work related 
to research.
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Annual Report
During 2020, we carried out a review of the content, design and layout of MDI’s 
annual report. We published MDI’s Annual Report 2019 in September 2020 in a 
downloadable format.

Service leaflets and membership packs
We progressed work on developing a services leaflet and a membership pack 
during 2020. First, we developed a membership pathway and put this into action. 
We also prepared drafts of a new membership form and a leaflet about our 
services to members and plan to finalise them in 2021.

Membership pathway
We use the term, membership pathway, to describe the route that a person 
follows from their first contact with MDI, for example by phone or email, 
through to receiving information, becoming a member, getting to discuss their 
support needs with a Family Support Worker and being able to benefit from 
MDI’s services to members. By putting a clear pathway in place, we make sure 
that members are offered our services in a consistent and timely manner. 
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.9
Information

Put a customer relationship management 
system in place to improve information and 
communications systems.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.10
Information

Develop a high-quality online knowledge bank.

In 2020, MDI finalised the scoping exercise for the development of customer 
relationship management (CRM) and case management systems to improve how 
we provide support to members. The Board appointed Enclude as the CRM 
development company to carry out this work in 2021. (See also strategic action 1.6.)

This strategic action is scheduled for completion by the end of 2022. So far, we 
have carried out a scoping of the structure and design of an online knowledge 
bank and have begun to gather content for it. 
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Our Transport Service

MDI currently has 11 wheelchair-accessible minibuses that operate in two ways to 
provide a Transport Service to members:  

 • Family Support Workers and Youth Workers throughout Ireland use the 
vehicles during MDI activities with members.

 • MDI has one minibus based in Dublin that serves to transfer members who 
arrive in Dublin from all over the country to attend hospitals and clinical 
appointments. The major Dublin hospitals and other medical clinics are 
used by many MDI members from all over the country. The Dublin MDI bus 
is mainly used for transport to and from hospital and clinical appointments. 
We have one driver who carries out this role, collecting members from 
train stations and Busáras, as well as from their overnight stays at the MDI 
Home from Home apartment and other accommodation, giving them 
confidence that their onward journey to appointments will be looked after 
by familiar, friendly MDI staff. This part of our service operates in a hub of 
Dublin and surrounding counties. However, during the period mid-March to 
mid-July, the Transport Service was put on hold to comply with COVID-19 
government restrictions in place during this time. Thereafter the service was 
resumed with the necessary safety protocols in place to protect the driver 
and members.

The MDI fleet is continually maintained, and road safety issues are scrutinised and 
checked by staff and management. All MDI drivers receive training by the Fleet 
Co-ordinator on the safe use of passenger lifts and clamping, as well as refresher 
training, to make sure we adhere to best practice. The training is based on the 
GLUAIS system. We developed COVID-19 safety protocols in line with HSE advice 
and best practice and added this to the training course from the beginning of July 
2020. We also carried out a comprehensive cleaning programme for all vehicles, 
using a professional valeting service, during July. 
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.12
Transport

Define and put into action a service framework 
for transport.

We put a service framework in place for transport. The Transport Service provides 
support to members under four areas. Below, we provide a breakdown by area of 
how the service was delivered during 2020:
 

 • Hospital/clinic transport – 81 per cent

 • Education/employment/training transport – 10 per cent

 • Equipment drop-off or collection – 5 per cent

 • Social/respite transport – 4 per cent. 

Two vehicles in the MDI fleet are available to MDI members for loan periods, 
subject to terms and conditions published on the MDI website. These vehicles 
were loaned for a variety of reasons for a total of 23 days in 2020. This is a 
decrease compared with previous years due to public health restrictions related 
to COVID-19.

Service framework
We use the term, service framework, to describe a set of principles, standards 
and policies put in place so we can offer a consistent, safe and excellent 
service to all our members in line with best practice. For example, the 
framework for MDI’s Transport Service involves having up-to-date standards 
and policies in place. It also involves having a clear and fair process in place 
for members who wish to apply for this service.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.13
Transport

Develop a financial plan to renew 
our transport fleet.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.14
Transport

Explore and put into action ways to make 
the service sustainable and to facilitate 
members to use wheelchair-accessible 
transport services nationwide.

We began the process to renew the transport fleet by ordering and taking delivery 
of two new Nissan NV400 minibuses in August 2020. Delivery had been delayed 
from early 2020 due to the pandemic. We identified two existing vehicles from the 
fleet for disposal by sale as they were replaced by the new minibuses. We have 
developed a plan to replace the fleet on a rolling basis and await the fundraising 
strategy to put the plan into action.

During 2020, we explored partnerships with accessible transport providers and 
compiled a list of accessible local taxis for each area. In January, MDI delivered 
GLUAIS training to employees of Lucan Disability Action Group. While we 
continued to cooperate with other organisations providing transport, our ability 
to progress this strategic action was impacted by restrictions associated with 
COVID-19. We will continue to explore partnerships with other accessible transport 
services nationally in 2021.
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MDI Facilities

National office – MDI House
In July 2020, we implemented a response plan for the reopening of the national 
office in line with government protocols. 

Training/board room hire and training in patient manual-handling
MDI’s training/board room is available for hire by organisations and local 
community groups for their management meetings, community activities and 
training. As MDI House is fully wheelchair accessible, this offers groups a facility 
that meets their needs and provides access for all their members. We were unable 
to offer this facility from mid-March due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Home from Home apartment
The MDI ‘Home from Home’ self-catering apartment is located at MDI House. It is 
a self-contained, fully wheelchair-accessible apartment which is available to people 
with a physical or sensory disability for short-term stays. The apartment consists of 
four bedrooms, a kitchen and lounge area. 

We received a grant from the Monkstown Hospital Foundation and installed two 
new profile beds in December 2020.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.15
National office facilities

Review and put in place a service framework for 
our Home from Home and room-hire facilities.

During 2020, we put a service framework in place for MDI’s Home from Home 
and room hire facilities. The Home from Home apartment was made available 
to members solely for emergency and essential appointments, in line with 
government health and safety guidelines. 
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Month Guests Booking Units Cancelled Nights
Jan 54 34 25
Feb 38 17 29
Mar 15 5 30
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May 0 0 40
June 0 0 50
July 3 1 55
Aug 8 3 50
Sept 10 4 30
Oct 6 2 20
Nov 6 2 20
Dec 8 3 20
Total 148 71 409

Home from Home — number of guests and bookings 2020
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Training services were adapted to comply with government health and safety 
guidelines. As MDI had been awarded the tender to train all social care students 
from Ballyfermot Senior College in Patient Manual Handling for the years 2019-
2021, we made alternative arrangements so that the training could go ahead in 
2020. MDI supplied a trainer and the necessary manual-handling equipment, and 
the training was delivered in an alternative venue at the college during November 
and December.
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Month Guests Booking Units Cancelled Nights
Jan 36 19 25
Feb 59 26 20
Mar 47 35 27
April 56 30 22
May 55 28 30
June 66 31 27
July 73 39 23
Aug 80 35 12
Sept 75 31 20
Oct 57 33 25
Nov 54 34 19
Dec 78 47 12
Total 736 388 262

Home from Home — number of guests and bookings 2019
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.16
National office facilities

Raise the profile of our Home from Home and 
room-hire facilities.

This action was not progressed due to the pandemic. We plan to reactivate it 
when circumstances allow.

Equipment 
MDI has a range of equipment available to members for short-to-medium term 
loans. This is an essential service to members who are reliant on equipment such 
as hoists, ramps, powerchairs, manual wheelchairs, pavement scooters, shower 
chairs, commodes, mattress elevators and profile beds. MDI can react quickly 
to support a member in urgent need of essential equipment. We continue to 
maintain and grow our catalogue of equipment to best meet members’ needs.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.17
Equipment

Develop and put into action MDI’s equipment 
policies and protocols.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 1
Services

Review and develop our services – support, 
information, transport, facilities and equipment 
– in line with good practice and reflective of 
members’ needs.

Strategic action 1.18
Equipment

Explore partnerships with companies who 
manufacture disability equipment, in particular 
assistive technology.

We provided this vital service throughout 2020 despite the COVID-19 pandemic. 

We will progress this strategic action in 2021 by:

 • Carrying out an audit on all equipment stored in Dublin and Galway.
 • Disposing of equipment in poor repair and circulating an updated list of 
equipment to staff.

 • Updating policies and protocols on loaning and donating equipment.

This action was not progressed due to the pandemic. We plan to reactivate it 
when circumstances allow. Work will include:

 • Making the Home from Home apartment more accessible and exploring the 
potential of assistive technologies to this end.

 • Carrying out a review of the infrastructure at MDI House in light of new 
blended working arrangements in response to COVID-19.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 2 Advocacy
Advocate for improved services and 
entitlements for members and educate and 
inform society about the conditions.

Strategic action 2.1
Support members to engage in self-
advocacy and develop an online self-
advocacy toolkit.

Advocacy and influencing policy have become an increasing part of MDI’s 
Information Service. We work to make sure the issues and concerns experienced 
by members are brought to policy and decision-making tables and seek to bring 
about positive change. 

Strategic priority 2 - Advocacy

This strategic action is scheduled for completion by the end of 2022. During 
2020, we gathered models and resources for the development of an online self-
advocacy toolkit. We have identified an online application, Contact-my-TD, for 
use in future MDI campaigns. In MDI’s Newsletter focusing on Research, Winter 
2020, we publicised IPPOSI’s (Irish Platform for Patient Organisations, Science 
and Industry) guide, A Charter for Patient Involvement – Medicines Assessment 
and Reimbursement in Ireland, which explains how medicines are assessed and 
reimbursed in Ireland.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 2 Advocacy
Advocate for improved services and 
entitlements for members and educate and 
inform society about the conditions.

Strategic action 2.2
Support peer advocacy and peer mentoring 
and explore how this can be deepened and 
developed over the course of the plan.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 2 Advocacy
Advocate for improved services and 
entitlements for members and educate and 
inform society about the conditions.

Strategic action 2.3 Advocate for improved services, prioritising 
key themes identified annually by members.

Strategic action 2.5
Work independently and in partnership with 
others to positively influence policy and 
attitudes in all areas impacting the lives of 
people with muscular dystrophy.

Family Support Workers and the Information Officer provide ongoing support to 
members to engage in peer advocacy. We will explore how this can be deepened 
and developed within the lifetime of the strategic plan.

Family Support Workers, the Information Officer and CEO continued to advocate 
for members’ rights and entitlements at local and national levels relating to 
education, housing, social welfare, employment, and health services throughout 
2020. Many of these issues became more complex during the pandemic and we 
networked with other organisations, making joint submissions to progress the 
interests of members, as well as carrying out independent advocacy. 
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Advocacy regarding social protection and Covid-19
 

 • As a member of Disability Federation of Ireland (DFI), MDI fed in the 
concerns and issues experienced by MDI members since the start of the 
pandemic for DFI to raise at meetings with government agencies and 
committees, including the HSE National Stakeholder Committee on Covid-19 
and the National Public Health Emergency Team (NPHET) sub-group on 
medically vulnerable people.

 • In June, we made a joint submission to the NPHET sub-group on medically-  
vulnerable people, alongside Cystic Fibrosis Ireland and DFI. The submission 
was  about social protection and people at higher risk of Covid-19. It 
highlighted how  medically vulnerable people and their families were 
caught between public health advice to cocoon and the economic need 
to earn money to support their families. We urged for high-risk individuals 
and family members who live with them to be given economic support to 
enable them to protect their health and lives by continuing to stay home. 
We recommended that that the Pandemic Unemployment Payment (PUP) or 
Covid-19 Enhanced Illness Benefit continue to be paid, and/or be extended 
to all high-risk people with disabilities and the family members who share 
a household with them and who cannot return to work due to their health 
status and the need to follow public health guidance.

 • MDI’s Chairperson also wrote to key government ministers to draw their 
attention to this submission to NPHET prior to a cabinet meeting.

 • Later in June, we also formed part of a broader alliance of organisations that 
sent a letter to the Minister for Employment and Social Welfare concerning 
the social protection of high-risk groups. We appealed to the Minister to 
either extend the COVID-19 Enhanced Illness Benefit payment of €350 
per week to those unable to work during the COVID-19 pandemic due to 
their ‘extremely medically vulnerable’ status, or to make special alternative 
arrangements so that people advised to cocoon who could not work from 
home would have access to a payment at this rate.

Unfortunately, despite these efforts, neither campaign yielded a positive result.
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 • In September we let DFI know of issues coming up for MDI members so that 
they could raise them at a meeting with the Irish Congress of Trade Unions’ 
(ICTU) Disability Committee about people who are at high risk in relation to 
Covid-19 and the return to work. 

 • We also brought members’ issues to a roundtable on COVID-19, Challenges 
in the area of social welfare and the workplace for at-risk groups, that was 
organised in October by Community Law and Mediation, Coolock – an 
independent law centre.

Working together 
As a member of the following bodies, MDI continues to work collaboratively to 
further the interests and rights of people with muscular dystrophy, including 
taking part in their campaigns and events:

 • Care Alliance Ireland
 • Disability Federation of Ireland
 • Health Research Charities Ireland 
 • The Irish Platform for Patient Organisations, Science, and Industry (IPPOSI)
 • The National Rare Disease Taskforce
 • Neurological Alliance of Ireland
 • Rare Disease Ireland
 • The Wheel.

MDI staff also attend conferences and webinars on a range of topics and 
conditions and report this information back to members.

Developing relationships with neuromuscular medical services 
and clinics

 • We carried out work to improve how we exchange information with 
neuromuscular medical services and clinics. We conducted a mapping of 
services and met with key contacts with a view to setting up a regular system 
of information sharing. We will continue this work during the lifetime of the 
strategic plan.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 2 Advocacy
Advocate for improved services and 
entitlements for members and educate and 
inform society about the conditions.

Strategic action 2.4
Create an annual public awareness 
campaign that will raise the general public’s 
understanding of neuromuscular conditions.

 • We participated in international awareness campaigns relating to several 
neuromuscular conditions through our social media platforms and we 
invited members to take part. This included the following awareness 
campaigns: Becker Awareness Week, Charcot Marie Tooth Awareness 
Month, World Duchenne Awareness Day and Limb Girdle Muscular 
Dystrophy Awareness Day.

 • We ran the LoveMDI awareness campaign in 
February 2020. The campaign aims to promote and 
share the positive life experiences of MDI members 
and their families, fostering a positive attitude 
towards living with muscular dystrophy, as well as 
raising funds for MDI.

We were not in a position to carry out further work on this strategic action due to 
the pandemic and associated restrictions. 
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.1

Maintain the highest standards of 
governance, accountability and 
transparency with stakeholders and
the public.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.2
Continue to meet all legal obligations 
as a company limited by guarantee 
and as a registered charity.

We published the following on our website: 

 • Details and profile of board members together with information on our 
management structure.

 • Audited Annual Accounts and Annual Report 2019, ensuring stakeholders 
and funders were noted. 

 • Draft new MDI constitution.

 • AGM 2020 notice and documents.

Strategic priority 3 — Governance
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MDI met all legal obligations as follows: 

 • Audit for year ended 31 December 2019 completed and approved by the 
Board in accordance with Company Law requirements.

 • AGM held in September 2020 to comply with Company Law requirements.

 • Annual Audited Accounts 2019 and Secretarial Returns submitted to the 
Companies Registration Office (CRO) to comply with the company’s Annual 
Return Date and Company Law requirements.

 • Charity Regulator Annual Activity Report 2019 submitted in October 2020 to 
comply with the Charities Act 2009 updated October 2014.

 • Returns of lobbying activities submitted every four months to comply with 
the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015.

MDI is fully committed to the standards outlined in the Charities Governance 
Code and to ensure continuous compliance with this Code. A Charities 
Governance Code sub-committee will be set up in early 2021.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.3
Ensure continuous adherence to the 
Charities Governance Code established by 
the Charities Regulator.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.4
Reflect the implementation of the strategic 
plan in annual work plans, approved and 
monitored by the Board and CEO.
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Annual work plans have been submitted by staff and approved and monitored by 
the CEO. 

MDI’s AGM had originally been scheduled for a date in May. However, due to 
the pandemic, it was postponed until September 2020 to facilitate the auditors 
to complete their work and allow the Board and senior management sufficient 
time to prepare for the AGM in a new format, based on the Zoom platform. 
Given there was still a degree of uncertainty surrounding virtual AGM events, we 
opted for a hybrid meeting with a quorum of members physically present and 
the remainder virtually present using Zoom. The AGM took place on Saturday, 12 
September 2020. It was held successfully in this hybrid manner – physically at 75 
Lucan Road, Chapelizod, Dublin 20 and virtually by Zoom. The meeting itself was 
focused on the normal business of an AGM:

 • MDI’s audited accounts were presented by the auditors

 • The resolutions before the members were considered

 • Our draft constitution, as approved by the Revenue Commissioners, was 
ratified unanimously

 • The Board members were elected by unanimous agreement.

The audited accounts and annual report 2019 were published on our website.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.5
Continue to present annual reports and 
audited accounts to members at AGMs and 
publish them on the MDI website.
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Annual Board induction is carried out by a third party. Each Board member 
is given an induction pack. Board members are made aware of training 
opportunities from organisations such as The Wheel, Carmichael House and the 
Charities Regulator.

In 2020, we carried out a review of staff training and equipment needs and a 
training development plan will be implemented in 2021. We carried out well-being 
workshops virtually with staff teams. Support Services staff engaged in group 
and one-to-one external support and supervision throughout the year. Also, as a 
consequence of holding team meetings virtually, we were able to hold planning 
and support meetings more regularly with staff located around the country. 

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.6
Provide Board members with the necessary 
advice and/or training to meet their legal, 
financial and HR obligations.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.7
Provide the necessary human resources 
supports, including training and supports 
for staff, to carry out strategic priorities.
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MDI has Service Level Arrangements in place with eight Community Healthcare 
Organisation (CHO) areas. Annual service delivery documentation relating to 
Service Level Arrangements was completed and submitted to the eight CHO 
areas before the deadline date, 28 February 2020.

The Annual Financial Monitoring Form 2019 was submitted to the eight CHO 
areas to comply with Service Level Arrangement terms and conditions.
Service Level Arrangement documentation was completed and submitted to 
Tusla — Child and Family Agency for 2020.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.8 Comply with all conditions in Service Level 
Arrangements with funders.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 3 
Governance

Build and strengthen MDI’s 
organisational capacity to ensure 
delivery of our strategic priorities.

Strategic action 3.9

Ensure MDI remains a viable and 
sustainable organisation regarding its 
funding and give specific attention to 
fundraising in order to diversify our
funding sources.
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MDI ensures it remains a viable and sustainable organisation by implementing 
the following:

 • MDI’s annual budgets are prepared and signed off by the Board in quarter 4.

 • Reserves Policy is in place to ensure the safeguarding of continuity and 
development of services and providing for contingencies which may arise.

 • Continued review of cost-saving measures is in place across the organisation.

 • The fundraising strategy proposed to commence in 2020 was put on hold 
and will be reviewed in 2021.

Fundraising during 2020
Fundraising is an essential part of MDI’s activities. We host a variety of national 
and regional fundraising events throughout the year to fund services, research, 
and the Home from Home apartment. While it was not possible this year to hold 
a number of MDI fundraisers, including our annual draw to win a Harley Davidson 
at the motorbike rally Ireland Bikefest, we were still able to run some of MDI’s 
fundraising campaigns despite extraordinary challenges.

LoveMDI Valentine’s Chocolates campaign
The campaign was a great success this year thanks to 
the brilliant support of members and friends of MDI. 
As well as selling LoveMDI Valentine’s Chocolates to 
raise funds, this campaign also aims to promote and 
share the positive life experiences of MDI members 
and their families, fostering a positive attitude 
towards living with muscular dystrophy. 
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MDI Christmas fundraising campaign
A new initiative for our 2020 Christmas fundraising campaign involved producing 
unique Christmas cards designed by MDI members. The six fantastic designs 
were selected from entries submitted by members of all ages to a competition. 
We want to thank everyone who took part and sent us their designs. And our big 
thanks to all who sold and bought them to raise funds for MDI!

Our Christmas campaign also 
featured the promotion of 

Christmas Coffee Mornings 
and a text donation appeal. 

MDI Christmas card competition adult winners, designed by: 

Tracy Ahearne Mary Kearney Donal McTiernan

Facebook fundraising 
We continued to receive wonderful support 
through Facebook Fundraising in 2020. 
The Facebook fundraising platform enables 
people to raise funds for charity through their 
Facebook pages and friends. The platform 
focuses on birthday fundraisers, inviting users 
to highlight their chosen cause and receive 
donations instead of of birthday gifts. 
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Community fundraisers  
While COVID-19 has brought many changes and challenges, it has also brought 
out the best in people who have rallied around individuals, communities and 
organisations in need. MDI will be forever grateful for the support received 
throughout the year from community fundraisers and all the individuals who held 
online fundraisers and donation appeals on our behalf. 

These fundraising efforts took place under the various and ever-changing health 
and social restrictions throughout the year, that were difficult to navigate, both 
personally and collectively. However, it is testament to the great resilience, 
creativity, and generosity of our friends and communities that all of these events 
and fundraisers were great successes and helped to raise funds for MDI in 2020. 
Listed below are some of the community fundraisers from 2020 that MDI would 
like to specially acknowledge:

 • Miles for MDI organised by Lynn Devoy and Erin’s Isle Senior Camogie team, 
Dublin.

 • Kildorrery GAA Club, Co Cork held a 19-hour Race against COVID-19, raising 
funds for MDI and Brú Columbanus House, Cork.

 • Padraig Keane and Tom Regan completed a fundraising challenge of a 
100km cycle and climb of Knockboy mountain on the Cork/Kerry border.   

 • The Waterford Golf Classic was held successfully again in 2020. The event 
also commemorated Mr Johnny Matthews who was a leading figure of the 
Waterford schoolboy football community who play a key role in supporting 
the event.

 • Kenneth O'Loughlin did a cycle for MDI in Galway.

MDI would like to thank all the people who kindly made financial contributions 
in 2020 towards our vital services. We really appreciate people's time, effort 
and generosity. 

Combined fundraising efforts have helped to raise a total gross amount of 
€67,264 for MDI during 2020.
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THANK YOU!
Big THANKS to all our fundraisers, donors and

supporters for their generosity throughout 2020.
We couldn’t do it without you!

Miles for MDI: Erin’s Isle senior camogie team

Waterford Golf ClassicKnockboy Challenge

Knockboy Challenge

Race against COVID-19 – Kildorrery GAA Club
Kenneth O'Loughlin 

cycle for MDI
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One of MDI’s strategic priories is to support researchers and clinicians to 
carry out quality research relating to neuromuscular conditions. This includes 
biomedical research, which looks at what happens in the body when someone 
has muscular dystrophy or identifies potential therapies. It also includes social 
research, which examines issues like education and quality of life. 

MDI is committed to setting up a registry of people in Ireland with 
neuromuscular conditions (NMCs). The creation of a registry will mean that 
valuable medical data can be made available for ethical research. Because 
neuromuscular conditions are rare conditions, in the absence of such a registry, it 
can take years to find enough participants for a meaningful clinical trial, delaying 
the testing of potential therapies. 

Strategic priority 4 — Research
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 4 Research
Support researchers and clinicians 
to carry out quality research into 
neuromuscular conditions.

Strategic action 4.1

Create a registry of people in Ireland with 
neuromuscular conditions so that valuable 
medical data from the registry can be made 
available for ethical research.

Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 4 Research
Support researchers and clinicians 
to carry out quality research into 
neuromuscular conditions.

Strategic action 4.2
Commission research that deepens 
understanding of neuromuscular conditions 
in order to develop potential treatments.

Work during 2020 to progress the creation of a patient registry included:

 • We met with other organisations in Ireland that have set up registries to gain 
their learning and experience from the process.

 • We commenced the recruitment and selection of a Research Officer, who will 
start employment in 2021 and hold responsibility for achieving this strategic 
action. 

 • We expanded membership of the Research Committee which brings 
together people with diverse backgrounds including expertise in medicine, 
science, research, project management, being a family member of someone 
with muscular dystrophy, and having lived experience of muscular dystrophy.

Next steps will be to agree and implement a plan for registry creation.
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Strategic plan 2020-2022

Strategic priority 4 Research
Support researchers and clinicians 
to carry out quality research into 
neuromuscular conditions.

Strategic action 4.3 Support studies into ultra-rare conditions.

Strategic action 4.4 Support quality of life research.

We put out a call for research projects and submitted two applications to Health 
Research Charities Ireland (HRCI)/Health Research Council (HRC) Joint Funding 
Scheme in 2020. Unfortunately, neither project was successful.

We carried out a review of MDI’s approach to the Joint Funding Scheme. The 
review included meeting with the HRCI. We have taken learning from the review 
to inform our strategy for future rounds of this funding scheme.

We provided ongoing support and information (as appropriate) to researchers 
who approached MDI. During 2020, we took part in events and activities 
organised by Health Research Charities Ireland (HRCI) and the Health Research 
Board (HRB) to further our learning and networking related to MDI’s strategic 
priorities on research. This included participation in the HRCI Shared Learning 
Group on Public and Patient Involvement (PPI) and on the Irish Health Research 
Forum. We continue to scope research funding opportunities.
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Contact details
National office
Muscular Dystrophy Ireland,
75 Lucan Road, Chapelizod, 
Dublin D20 DR77

Telephone: +353 (0)1 6236414
Freephone: 1800 245300 
Email: mdiinfo@mdi.ie 
Website:  www.mdi.ie
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/mdiireland/
Twitter:  mdi_ireland

South and Mid-West
Cork, Kerry, Limerick, Clare and North Tipperary 
Tracy Griffen
Mobile: 086 3879159
Email: fswmidwest@mdi.ie 
 
West, North West and Midlands 
Galway, Mayo, Roscommon, Donegal, Sligo, Leitrim, Longford, 
Westmeath and Offaly
Una Sadler
Mobile: 086 3899286
Email: fswwr@mdi.ie
 
North East 
Cavan, Monaghan, Louth and Meath
Linda Murray
Mobile: 086 3834428
Email: nefsw@mdi.ie 
 
South East 
Carlow, Kilkenny, Waterford, Wexford, South Tipperary and Laois
Marie Kealy
Mobile: 086 6066107
Email: mariek@mdi.ie 
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North Dublin 
Sinead O’Brien
Mobile: 086 6066105
Email: fswnd@mdi.ie

South Dublin Coast, South West Dublin, Wicklow and Kildare
Shane O’Byrne
Mobile: 086 3830966
Email: fswdublin@mdi.ie

By Lizzie Molloy – age 7 in 2020
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Muscular Dystrophy Ireland
75 Lucan Road, Chapelizod, Dublin D20 DR77
Telephone: 353 (0)1 6236414
Freephone: 1800 245300
Email: mdiinfo@mdi.ie
Website: www.mdi.ie


